. Performance evaluation of the linear SVMs across five modification types (acetylation, methylation, ubiquitination, SUMOylation, and phosphorylation) using three different window sizes (11, 15, 25 amino acids). AUC and sdAUC denote area under the curve of the ROC curve and its standard deviation estimated from bootstrap samples. MCC is Matthew's correlation coefficient.
2 Supplementary Table 5 . Protein domains significantly enriched in the positive and negative crosstalk sites obtained from the combined set of PTM sites (sites in the PSP database and new predictions). This output can also be directly produced from a post-prediction module in PTMscape. Table 6 . Amino acid index table after hierarchical clustering-based merging of features to remove correlation. The source and short description of each feature and their clustering information is listed in the "Cluster_composition" tab, and the actual values summarized at the cluster level are listed in the "Cluster_values" tab. and new predictions (right). The y-axis shows bits (information content), whose scale varies depending on multiple factors such as total number of sequences and relative frequency of each amino acid. The counts in the PTMscape predicted windows include the windows that score above the threshold and also appear in the PSP database (as they score high). 
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